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Abstract:  
This study aims at highlighting some of the most important findings and 

observations resulting from some extensive research on metaphorical anatomical 
terms in folk Romanian language, as reflected on the dialect maps in the ALRR. 
Sinteză and other Romanian linguistic atlases, including those dealing with South-
Danube Romanian dialects. The methodological and theoretical considerations 
regarding the folk metaphor, which has become a form of catachresis through daily 
use, and the lexico-semantic field of human body parts, similar, in many respects, to 
a terminology, are complemented by observations on how the metaphorization 
process actually occurs within this lexical subset.  
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1. Premises 
The progress achieved in lexicography and linguistic geography in the 

last decades has entailed many linguistic onomasiological contributions 
related to human body parts (among them are Iordan 1940, Saramandu 2008, 
craniul ‘skull’; Tagliavini 1949, Caprini, Ronzitti 2007, Koch 2008, Juliá 
Luna 2009, Cruz Ortis 2018, ochiul ‘eye’, mainly pupila ‘pupil’; Livescu 
1977-2003, capul ‘head’, uvula ‘uvula’ etc.; Morcov 2020, uvula; Milică 
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2017, mărul lui Adam ‘Adam’s apple’; Cazacu 1941, ficatul şi plămânii ‘liver 
and lungs’; Ulivi 1969, rotula ‘kneecap’; Zauner 1903, human body parts in 
Romance languages; Ernout 1957, human anatomy in Latin; Felecan 2005, 
2005a, human body in Romanian and from a Romance perspective; Frăţilă 
2002-2016, human body in South-Danube Romanian dialects and so on). 

Furthermore, we have recently finalised a study1 which deals with the 
metaphorization process in the field of folk and regional terms designating 
human body parts, recorded on the maps of Romanian dialect atlases and in 
other dialect-related works. This work illustrates our concerns for the 
discovery and understanding of the specific manner in which the Romanian 
language is organised and functions, particularly in terms of diatopic 
variation. It consists of two parts, one which focuses on the creation of an 
inventory of metaphorical terms referring to human body parts based on the 
“products” of linguistic geography, and one which deals with the 
classification of these metaphorical terms according to several lexico-
semantic and grammatical criteria. It is, therefore, an interdisciplinary attempt 
that resorts to the tools and methods of other linguistic branches, such as 
dialectology, linguistic geography, stylistics, motivational linguistics, 
lexicology, semantics, language history, comparative linguistics, 
ethnolinguistics, psycholinguistics etc. Thus, we have analysed the process of 
metaphorization which involved numerous Romanian terms designating body 
parts and we have examined the involvement and importance of using 
linguistic geography in highlighting the expressive set of human anatomical 
names, starting from dialect atlases and identifying the way in which 
metaphorization covers the known linguistic areas.    

 
2. Objectives 
Our main objectives were to identify, in the studied dialectal material, 

the anatomical terms with metaphorical values, to present the distribution of 
forms through minimal geographic indications, to order the metaphorical 
anatomical terms according to several criteria and to discuss the situations 

 
1 Denumiri metaforice ale părţilor corpului omenesc în româna populară, to be published. 
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which may be of interest from different perspectives. We have grouped the 
terms and observations according to tertium comparationis, i.e., the seme(s) 
at the centre of the semantic transfer, using the tools of motivational 
linguistics. We have considered the metaphorical anatomical terms as being 
expressive2, from a stylistic perspective, and justified, i.e., having a 
transparent justification from a semantic point of view3. Their emergence is 
made possible by the permanent human need to express imagination, 
expressiveness and affectivity, and their justified nature is related directly or 
through intermediate links to the semes or some fundamental semes of basic 
denotative meaning.  

 
3. Methodology 
Our research considers all Romanian diatopic variants and has been 

carried out based mainly on the first two volumes of the Atlas lingvistic român 
pe regiuni. Sinteză (ALRR. Sinteză), which gathers and organises the 
information from all Romanian regional atlases. We have also used the 
volumes about body parts of the Atlas lingvistic român, part one (ALR I/I, 
ALR I/II) and part two (ALR II/I). As regards the South-Danube Romanian 
dialects, we have resorted to relatively recent atlases, especially Nicolae 
Saramandu’s Atlasul lingvistic al dialectului aromân (ALAR) and, to a 
lesser extent, Petar Atanasov’s Atlasul lingvistic al dialectului 
meglenoromân (ALDM) and Radu Flora’s Micul atlas lingvistic al 
graiurilor istroromâne (MALGI).  

In terms of meanings and etymology and in order to complete the 
inventory of metaphorical anatomical terms, we have relied on the present 
dictionaries of the Romanian language, mainly DA/DLR, MDA, DER, DEX, 
DDA and DGDS, correlating these data, as much as possible, with the 
information provided by the analysed atlases. Moreover, we have 
completed the set of sources with numerous articles, studies and works 
dealing with the anatomical vocabulary and metaphor, written by 
Romanian and foreign researchers. 

 
2 V. Iordan, 1940. 
3 Cf. Saramandu, 2008, p. 18 sqq. 
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We have conducted a thorough research by classifying the 
metaphorical terms identified and selected from the dialect material according 
to several criteria: based on the semantic transfer, on elements from the 
surrounding universe they relate to, on the lexical and grammatical 
structure or etymology. We have deemed that such a perspective may lead 
us to not only pertinent, but also accurate observations on the investigated 
linguistic phenomenon. 

By giving the anatomical metaphor a wide meaning and an extension, 
which often includes metonymy and synecdoche and which juxtaposes 
several aspects of regional (diatopic) and social (diastratic) variation from 
synchrony and less from diachrony, we have obtained a picture of the process 
of metaphorization that occurred in this important field of reality as well as 
an inventory of expressive terms regarded from multiple perspectives. 

 
4. Metaphor. Clarifications  
Interest in metaphor dates back from the Antiquity and the related 

bibliography is highly comprehensive, for “autant de théories linguistiques 
autant de conceptions de la métaphore”4. This interest is natural, given the 
circulation of metaphor in everyday speech and the fact that our basic 
conceptual system is of metaphorical nature5. In other words, we understand 
reality through metaphors because our conceptual system is metaphorically 
structured. In fact, some philosophers, such as the British John Locke, 
believed that metaphor is at the very origin of language and myth6.  

Metaphors in everyday speech illustrate a way of thinking or 
perceiving a given reality, influenced by the experience or culture we live in7. 
They are in no way “a disease of language”, as it was believed at the 
beginning of linguistic mythology, 

 
4 R. Martin, apud Cristea, 2001, 74. 
5 V. Lakoff, Johnson, 1980. 
6 Apud Bârlea, 2022, p. 42, cf. idem, 2021, p. 14. 
7 Cf. M. Black’s assertion in the 1972 article “More about metaphor” (apud Eco 1996, 166): 
“Some metaphors enable us to see aspects of reality that the metaphor's production helps to 
constitute. But that is no longer surprising if one believes that the world is necessarily a 
world under a certain description - or a world seen from a certain perspective.” 
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“but, on the contrary, a productive means of enriching the language 
first and foremost on a semantic level and secondly, on a lexical level, in 
phraseological structures and, ultimately, in the entire language system”8. 

Noting the systematic character of metaphors, mainly of the 
lexicalised ones, T. Cristea states:  

“Cette systématicité se manifeste par la création de noyaux figuratifs 
autour de certains éléments qui conceptualisent notre expérience. Le même 
trait figuratif est transmis à l’ensemble linguistique, ou onomasiologique.”9 

In addition to metaphor, this systematisation is also felt in the case of 
metonymy and synecdoche, because all three of them occur through common 
operations of “figurativization” (Fr. figurativisation), as B. Pottier puts it, 
although metonymy relies on connections between referents, such as a vedea 
‘see’, whereas metaphor relies on mental, conceptual associations, in the 
sphere of a(-şi) imagina ‘imagine’, and synecdoche is based on inclusion10. 

In fact, the traditional rhetorical conception, in which emphasis was 
laid on the specificity of tropes, has been lately countered by interpretations 
which exhibit a tendency to “even” them11, for the purpose of grouping 
metaphor and synecdoche (P. Ricoeur), metaphor and metonymy (A. J. 
Greimas and J. Courtés) or metonymy and synecdoche (G. Kleiber). 

The mechanism of metaphorical “figurativization”, based on analogy 
and semantic transfer (therefore, on a “resemblance, however small or remote 
that may be”, between two objects12), may be summed up as A is the 
equivalent of B, i.e., the former replaces the latter in a certain context and, 
consequently, within a certain lexical subset13.  

In this case, B is a term from the anatomical vocabulary denoting a 
part of the body or an organ for which the folk imagination has established a 
relationship of analogy and semantic transfer, contiguity or inclusion, based 

 
8 Bârlea, 2022, p. 48. 
9 Cristea, 2001, p. 82. 
10 Cf. Cristea, 2001, p. 71, 92. 
11 Cf. Cristea, 2001, pp. 92-93. 
12 Coteanu, Forăscu, Bidu-Vrănceanu, 1985, p. 55. 
13 Cf. Eco, 1996, p. 166: “Metaphor does not establish a similarity relationship between 
referents, but a semic identity between the contents of expressions and the only manner in 
which one considers the referents is mediated.” 
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on more or less obvious common features, with another element of reality, 
known as A. The resemblance between A and B relies on that set of features 
that are common to both objects (in a broad sense), which is called the middle 
term of the metaphor, tertium comparationis or metasememe. The transfer of 
names that the metaphor implies, the emergence of new meanings actually, 
by means of which other objects are designated, to already existing words is 
possible precisely due to speakers’ “intuiting” the presence of this element, 
in other words, due to the “semantic, partially common content of the 
substituted element and of the substituting one” (DSL, s.v. metaforă)14. 

Once the metaphor is produced, the speaker will not confuse the two 
objects engaged in this mechanism, especially as its very emergence is based 
on the simultaneous existence of the names of the two objects: 

“To determine whether or not a word is a metaphor, that word needs 
to be used with its own, literal meaning or the meaning considered as such. 
It must keep its ability to denote the object underlying the analogy. […] On 
the synchronic level of the language, there is thus no metaphorical meaning 
if there is no literal one, for metaphor relies on the general literal-figurative 
opposition, valid for any trope”15 

According to Lakoff and Johnson (1980), there are two levels of 
manifestation, hence, of analysis of metaphor: a deep or conceptual level, 
consisting of conceptual metaphors resulting from ontological and epistemic 
correspondences between the two consecutive domains of metaphor, and a 
surface or linguistic level, of linguistic metaphors, which is actually the 
linguistic materialisation of the former, implying that metaphor is not only a 
figure of speech, but also a figure of thought16. Therefore, the meaning of 
metaphor can be sought from the linguistic level towards the conceptual one.  

 
14 In other words, “the essence of metaphor consists in analogy and semantic transfer” 
(Corniţă, 1995, p. 168), whereas Aristotle, who provided one of the first definitions of 
metaphor as “the application of a strange term either transferred from the genus and applied 
to the species or from the species and applied to the genus, or from one species to another or 
else by analogy”, believed that “to make beautiful metaphors is to know how to see the 
similarities between things” (apud Corniţă, loc. cit.).  
15 Coteanu, Forăscu, Bidu-Vrănceanu, 1985, p. 56. 
16 Cf. Vrămuleţ, 2012, p. 62. 
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Over time, there have been two currents in the interpretation of the 
origin of metaphor: a linguistic current, which concerns the analogical 
transfer in lexical terms, and a cognitivist one, which claims that metaphor is 
the fruit of analogy between certain conceptual spheres, an “issuing” one, the 
source, and a “recipient”, i.e., the target17.  

The German researchers P. Koch and A. Blank18 believe that, before 
being named, a concept (target concept) is analysed by speakers and its 
dominant trait, associated with an existing word (source form), serves as base 
(source concept) to form the new denomination (target form). During the 
mental analysis, certain associative relationships (of similarity, contiguity and 
contrast) are established between the source concept and the target concept. 
Metaphorical similarity is placed within the similarity relations, alongside 
taxonomic subordination, taxonomic superordination etc.  

 
5. Anatomical metaphor  
As expected, anatomical metaphors are nominal metaphors and are 

largely forms of catachresis, hence, “hardened” or “blunt” metaphors whose 
expressive value is no longer felt as such by the speakers19. However, among 
them there are also creations, sometimes isolated, which carry a large stylistic 
load. Of these, one may be more expressive than the other(s). In this respect, 
for instance, the metaphors which designate the pupil, Adam’s apple or the 
kneecap occupy leading positions.  

Obviously, the main source of metaphor, in general, and of anatomical 
metaphor, in particular, is the current language20 and only some of the names 
of body parts can be analysed in terms of a semantic metaphorical change that 
should actually regard the evolution of the Romanian language21. We are 

 
17 Cf. Vrămuleţ, 2021, p. 363. 
18 Apud Popovschi, 2014-2015, p. 59. 
19 U. Eco (1996, pp. 163-164) would state in relation to this matter: “…one must approach a 
metaphor or a metaphorical statement starting from the principle that there is a zero degree 
(author’s emphasis) of language – in relation to which even the dullest catachresis proves to 
be a fortunate deviation. The fact that a metaphor is dead concerns its sociolinguistic history, 
not its semiosic structure: its genesis and its possible reinterpretation.”  
20 Slave, 1986, p. 160. Cf. Şăineanu, 1999, p. 148 sqq. 
21 Cf. Paşca, 1927-1928, p. 277. 
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referring to the simple, derived or compound names which, by means of a 
morphosyntactic device (attribution of a determiner) or of a semantic one 
(extension of meaning, narrowing of meaning, semantic transfer etc.), 
acquired an anatomical meaning at some point. 

In this case, the recording of terms has allowed for the analysis of the 
metaphorization process and facilitated the identification of the mechanism 
of metaphor production, in its very general sense. In most cases, body parts 
receive denominations by analogy of shape, colour, aspect, arrangement, 
attributes, function, size etc. with various objects, with anatomical parts of 
other creatures and, more rarely, with phenomena from the speakers’ 
immediate universe. They are thus integrated both into the “animate for 
animate” metaphor subtype and into the “inanimate for animate” ones22.  

We should also mention that, in establishing the inventory of 
anatomical names with metaphorical value, we have considered the 
chronological criterion, according to which the word that, at some point, 
comes to designate a part of the body due to affectivity, expressiveness and 
so on, should be first and foremost (our emphasis) the name of another 
element of reality and should evoke, 

“in the listener’s mind, both images of the notions, the old, objective 
(unfigured) one and the new, subjective (motional) one”23.  

 
6. Folk anatomical terminology 
As a result of their high frequency in everyday communication and, 

implicitly, of their belonging to the main word-stock, as well as due to their 
age and stability, anatomical terms occupy a privileged position within the 
vocabulary of any language. The names of body parts, present in the 
dialectal varieties of a language, may be considered elements of folk 
anatomical terminology24.  

Linguists have identified and discussed particularly those 

 
22 Cf. Coteanu, Forăscu, Bidu-Vrănceanu, 1985, pp. 56-60. 
23 Paşca, 1927-1928, p. 277, cf. Coteanu, Forăscu, Bidu-Vrănceanu, 1985, pp. 56-57, pp. 63-64. 
24 Cf. DSL, s.v. terminologie, Vintilă-Rădulescu, 1999, p. 5 sqq., Căprioară, 2014, p. 11 sqq., 
Bidu-Vrănceanu, 2000, idem 2007, p. 18 sqq. 
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terminologies or folk specialised languages that refer to the fields of artisans, 
agriculture, cattle breeding, domestic industry, occupations, commerce etc., 
but there have also been numerous concerns regarding the language of 
ethnomedicine, religion or politico-social relations.  

As in the other cases, here too the existence of a set of terms 
representing a system of notions in a well-defined field, such as that of human 
body parts, can be identified as a defining element. It is a folk terminology, 
i.e., a lexical set within which terminological specialisation occurred 
spontaneously, naturally, unsystematically25; that is why, specific terms 
which make up a subset of general Romanian vocabulary do not fully meet 
the conditions of non-ambiguity and precision, that is, of unequivocalness 
and monoreferentiality. 

Furthermore, the field of the names of body parts is so much a part of 
everyday human communication that one could hardly accept, in its case, the 
idea of specialised anatomical language, equivalent to a terminology, defined 
in the DSL s.v. as  

“a set of terms or specialised words belonging to a sociolect, which is 
characterised by unequivocalness and non-ambiguity”. 

Therefore, what we are dealing with is a lexico-semantic field of the 
common language, which nevertheless comprises a finite number of lexical 
units, organised in a system and functioning according to a certain 
hierarchical logic26.  

It is true that many (mainly metaphorical) names of body parts are 
polysemantic (see the cases of nod, ou, capac, broască, melc etc.) but in all 
these cases there is also a mechanism of disambiguation based on context, on 
the situation of communication and their inclusion in fixed or semi-fixed 
structures lying at the boundary between compounds and free combinations, 
which excludes any other interpretation.  

We should point out that when referring to names of body parts, we 
have used term as a synonym of word27, the approach being onomasiological, 

 
25 V. Vintilă-Rădulescu, 1999, p. 7. 
26 Cf. Bidu-Vrănceanu, 2008, p. 45 sqq. 
27 The term is “a word subject to restrictions” (Bidu-Vrănceanu, 2007, p. 38). 
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and terminology closer to what lexico-semantic field designates, namely a set 
of terms relating to a certain field of reality. So, we have considered that the 
expressive denominations of body parts form a metaphorical field, similar to 
lexico-semantic fields, which consists of metaphorical micro-fields resulting 
from the analogies produced by the intersection of several conceptual spheres.  

 
7. Metaphor and anatomical names 
Since ancient times, people had looked for similarities among the 

elements of their surrounding universe and semantically loaded the lexical 
items of a little evolved language. As human society progressed, language 
became more complex and grew richer as an inventory. Even in the new 
conditions, polysemy remained to play an important role, and this was 
reflected in the field of names of body parts. For example, the resemblance of 
the skull to an empty clay vessel entailed the use of Lat. testa to designate 
both in the common language, whereas Romance languages changed the 
metaphor into a denotative meaning (cf. It., Prov., Cat. testa, Fr. tête ‛head’, 
Rom. ţeastă, Sp. testa ‛skull’, Pt. testa ‛forehead’).  

Some inherited Romanian denominations of body parts had 
undergone a process of metaphorization as early as the Latin language28, 
usually in the vulgar (and sometimes late) variant of it, such as: falcă ‘jaw’ 
(< Lat. falx, -cis ‛sickle), ficat ‘liver’ [< Lat. (iecur) ficatum lit. ‘fig-stuffed 
(liver)’, through the ‛foie gras’ stage, see TLFi, s.v. foie], geană ‘eyelash’ (< 
Lat. gena ‛cheek; eyelid’ → ‛eye socket’), gură ‘mouth’ (< Lat. gula ‛throat, 
gullet’), inimă ‘heart’ (< Lat. anima ‛soul’), măsea ‘tooth, molar’ (< lat. 
maxilla ‛jawbone’), piele ‘skin’ (< Lat. pellis ‛animal skin’ and ‛animal fur’), 
rost ‘speech’ (< Lat. rostrum ‛beak, snout’), spată ‘scapula’ [< Lat. spatha 
‛blade (in tissue); spade’, v. GDLR], ţeastă ‘head, skull’ [< Lat. testa ‛shell, 
carapace’ → ‛clay vessel’ → ‛head; skull’, cf. DELL s.v.] etc. Some of these 
(more specifically falcă, geană, măsea plus sprânceană ‘eyebrow’) are 
“etymological and semantic ‘unique’ Romanian words which denote those 

 
28 V. Felecan, 2005, pp. 231-244; cf. Ernout, 1957; Livescu, 2003a; Bădescu, 2019. 
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particular notions” 29. Other literary, neological terms are also based on 
Latin metaphors, such as: claviculă ‛cheiţă’ ‘small key’, pupilă ‛fetiţă’ ‘little 
girl’, rotulă ‛rotiţă’ ‘small wheel’, uvulă, initially a diminutive of uva 
‛grape’ and so on. 

All these developments presuppose the manifestation of some 
defining characteristics of the human spirit, namely, the appeal to imagination 
and expression of affectivity through language. Like I. Iordan30, we also 
consider that 

“any linguistic sign takes on an affective value when it is called upon 
to perform a new function”. 

At the same time, however, as P. G. Bârlea31 points out, one must also 
consider the permanent relationship  

“between subjective and objective in the verbal designation of reality, 
an issue which points again (…) to the idea of comparison and this latter one, 
to the idea of norm (author’s emphasis).” 

Many anatomical names are metaphorical in origin, both in 
Dacoromanian and in the South-Danube Romanian dialects, i.e., they are the 
so-called etymological metaphors32, which are usually inherited. With some 
of them, the semantic transfer is very easy to observe, but sometimes, the 
limited circulation of some terms, the unawareness of the possible additional 
meanings, their poor representation at the level of attestations etc. allow 
highlighting their metaphorical value only after consulting the dictionary.  

In many situations, we witness “confusions” made by speakers among 
the names of anatomical parts, more specifically, 

“the translation of meaning from one body part to another, when they 
are close to each other or are not sufficiently outlined”33.  

These phenomena are not specific only to Romanian and do not occur 
solely in a certain age, those from Latin, for example, being well-known, with 
consequences in Romance languages: see, for instance, Lat. humerus (Rom. 

 
29 Livescu, 2003a, p. 330. 
30 1940, p. 97. 
31 1999, pp. 43-44. 
32 Şerban, Evseev, 1978, p. 160. 
33 Felecan, 2005, p. 234; cf. Popovschi, 2014-2015, p. 69. 
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umăr ‘shoulder’, Sp. hombro, Pt. ombro) → Lat. spathula (It. spalla, Fr. 
épaule, Pt. espádua) and Lat. cor, -dis (Cat. cor, It. cuore, Fr. coeur) → Lat. 
anima (Rom. inimă ‘heart’)34.  

We have also taken these confusions into consideration alongside the 
situations in which the metaphorical “transfer” occurs only in an idiolect, i.e. 
in a single speaker, or in the speech of a small number of individuals. They 
are cases of “metaphorical” hapax, results of individual manifestation of 
imagination and creativity, which, more often than not, through acceptance 
by the community, underlie “collective” metaphors35. 

Another aspect that we have taken into account has to do with derived 
metaphors, the existence of which “relies on semantic paradigms that 
resemble the very broadly conceived synonymic series”36, and with reciprocal 
metaphors37, both subsumed to synonymic derivation. The former category 
may be illustrated by identifying the human head first with the pumpkin 
(dovleac, or bostan in other regions) and then with other fruits of some plants 
of the same family (tărtăcuţă ‘gourd’, tigvă ‘calabash’ etc.) or other plants 
that are similar in shape (ridiche ‘radish’, gulie ‘kohlrabi’ etc.). The latter 
category is encountered in the case of mărul lui Adam ‘the Adam’s apple’, 
which becomes mărul gâtului ‘apple of the throat’ by replacing the second 
component, then nodul gâtului ‘lump of the throat’ or cucuruzul gâtului ‘cone 
of the throat’ by reorienting the image to the first element of the structure. 

 
8. Results 
Carried out mainly based on the dialectal material collected from 

linguistic atlases, this study points out the situation of anatomical metaphors 
in the contemporary stage of the Romanian language. Some of these are 
undeniably very old and continue to have great vitality. Others, particularly 
those present in very small areas or the cases of hapax, on account of their 
being ad hoc individual creations, probably had an ephemeral existence. 

 
34 Cf. Livescu, 2003a; Sala, 1958. 
35 Cf. Sala, 1958, p. 498. 
36 Coteanu, Forăscu, Bidu-Vrănceanu, 1985, p. 62. 
37 V. Sala, 1961, p. 203 sqq. 
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Still, even these ones testify to certain forms of thought or specific 
mechanisms which make it possible for connotation to emerge within this 
folk terminology.  

Our approach required a very comprehensive view of the 
manifestation of expressivity in folk anatomical terminology, in the sense that 
metaphor includes not only actual metaphors, whether or not lexicalised, but 
also metonymies and synecdoches.  

Some of them may be subject to the process of lexicalisation of tropes, 
which consists in “generalising the altered meaning of words that have 
undergone a metonymy, a synecdoche or a metaphor”38. These generalised 
meanings, which are originally figurative or connotative, enter the semantic 
structure of a word as new meanings39. Consequently, the lexicalised tropes 
considered (metaphor, metonymy and synecdoche), including those in the 
field of human anatomy, are integrated into the phenomenon of “natural 
polysemy”40. This aspect is illustrated by strung ‘gorge, i.e., throat’, omuşor 
‘uvula’, măr ‘apple’ (~ul lui Adam ‘the Adam’s apple’), spată ‘scapula’, 
lingurică ‘little spoon, i.e., thoracic cavity’, şiră (~a spinării) ‘spine’, coş (~ul 
pieptului) ‘thoracic cavity’’, fluier (~ul piciorului) ‘shin’, ou ‘egg’ (~l 
piciorului ‘egg of the foot, i.e., ankle’) etc.  

Still, many anatomical names which have the quality of tropes, i.e., 
are metaphors, metonymies or synecdoches, are not noted in lexicographic 
works with those particular meanings, but are recorded on the dialect maps 
with sometimes large areas of distribution (for example, clopoţel ‘bell, i.e. 
uvula’, guşter ‘throat’, popic ‛uvula’, pară ‛the Adam’s apple’, dudă 
‛oesophagus’, lăturoaie ‛tonsils’, glugă ‛wattle, dewlap’, capac ‛kneecap’ 
etc.). It they can fall into the category of lexicalised tropes as well, it is not as 
certain whether the metaphorical names given as individual answers in a 
single point of inquiry belong to the “tropes d’invention”, similar to those 
usually present in cultivated literary creations, which are fruit of the author’s 
view and are not necessarily “accepted” as such by the community. Although 

 
38 Coteanu, Forăscu, Bidu-Vrănceanu, 1985, p. 63. 
39 Cf. Cristea, 2001, p. 93. 
40 B. Pottier, 1992, p. 40, apud Cristea, 2001, p. 70. 
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the speaker provided an answer that can be considered as “unique” in relation 
to the entire linguistic area under investigation, that answer may still be 
interpreted as being shared by at least part of the community he/she belongs 
to. This aspect is not always certain and verifiable; hence, we may consider 
that these individual metaphors do not stand next to the lexicalised ones. 
Either way, one should heed the principle according to which “the 
metaphor implies the existence of the proper sense of the word in its 
semantic content”41. 

As regards certain, usually smaller body parts, whose shapes and 
functions stimulate one’s imagination, genuine metaphorical “plethora” may 
be encountered, as is the case for the skull, pupil, cheekbone, uvula, the 
Adam’s apple, clavicle, back of the hand, kneecap, ankle and so on. On the 
other hand, other body parts have no expressive, metaphorical denomination 
reflected on the maps of dialect atlases. Here we can include the head, the eye 
as a whole, the ear, nose, mouth and teeth, the tongue, the hand, elbow and 
arm, the finger, the nail, the ribs etc., and others, such as the nape, the heart, 
the spleen, the kidneys etc., sporadically bear such names. 

Our attempt to fix metaphorical names depending on the diatopic 
variation, as reflected in the points which make up the dialect network of 
linguistic atlases, has not only led to the discovery of a denominative pattern, 
based on semantic transfer, mainly due to the analogy according to shape, 
function, attributes etc., but has also revealed imaginative leaps within this 
process, with sometimes surprising results due to their linguistic 
expressiveness (see aluniţă, feciorică or fluture, for ‛pupil’, hudă, for 
‛nostril’, bărbăţel, clopoţel or liliac, for ‛uvula’, broaşte, prigorii, for 
‛tonsils’, cruce, furchiţă, jug, punte, toartă for ‛clavicle’, cucuruz, fluier, for 
‛Adam’s apple’, păienjeneală, for ‛peritoneum’, arbore, for ‛hip’, gogonică, 
lacăt, pălărie, prâsnel, talger, for ‛kneecap’, merişoare, nuci, tuturigi, for 
‛ankles’ and so on).  

Naturally, both types of metaphors used in the field of names of 
human body parts have been identified. On the one hand, linguistic metaphors 

 
41 Coteanu, Forăscu, Bidu-Vrănceanu, 1985, p. 57, cf. ibidem, pp. 63-64. 
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(well-worn by long use), such as lumina ochiului ‘apple of one’s eye’, mărul 
lui Adam ‘the Adam’s apple’, spata umărului ‘shoulder blade’, capul 
pieptului ‘thoracic cavity’, coşul pieptului ‘chest cavity’, furca pieptului 
‘thoracic cavity’, praporul maţelor ‘bowel membrane, peritoneum’, podul 
palmei ‘back of the hand’, fluierul piciorului ‘shin’, ouăle picioarelor 
‘ankles’ etc.; on the other hand, metaphors proper (stylistic metaphors), still 
full of expressiveness, such as those referring to the head (cerul capului, 
ciutura capului), the eye (ceriul ochiului, feciorica ochiului, fetiţa din vedere, 
fluturele ochiului, mărgeaua ochiului, raza luminii, cămaşa ochiului, 
plapuma ochiului, musteaţa ochiului), face parts (mărul obrazului, mărul 
feţei, strunga de la nas, mr. sămaru di la gură), throat (căţelul din gât, spicul 
limbii, mărul domnului, cocoşul lui Adam, nuca gâtului, ouşorul gâtului, para 
lui Adam, pară de gât), chest and thorax (furculiţa pieptului, linguriţa 
pieptului), shoulder (lopata umărului, lopăţica umărului), back and spine 
(jgeabul spinării, râpa spinării), hand (peştele mâinii), the membrane 
covering the bowels (păienjeneala maţelor), arm and hand (călcâiul palmei, 
mărul de la mână, roata palmei, talpa palmei, umărul palmei), foot and leg 
(icrele piciorului, capacul genunchiului, colacul genunchiului, cupa 
piciorului, merişorul gleznei, nuca piciorului) etc. 

Although we have chosen only compound structures in order to more 
quickly identify the body parts they refer to, one should also heed the filiation 
of simple metaphors, made up of a single word, which, in many cases, may 
result from “truncating” syntagmatic metaphors consisting of “one simple 
metaphor and a determiner”42. For example, cucuruz, poamă, nod, simple 
metaphors standing for ‘the Adam’s apple’, present on map 37 of the ALR 
I/I, may derive from cucuruzul grumazului, poama grumazului, and nodul 
gâtului/grumazului/beregăţii/de la guşă, respectively, etc. On the other hand, 
to avoid the ‘homonymy’ between the neutral and the metaphorical values of 
a word, that word may be accompanied by a determiner for disambiguation 
purposes. For instance, K. Jaberg43 considers that this is how the phrase 
tâmpla capului emerged in order to avoid the homonymy with tâmplă 

 
42 Sala, 1958, p. 503, p. 504. 
43 Apud Sala, 1958, p. 504. 
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‘iconostasis’ (cf. fluturele ochiului ‛pupil’, toarta umărului ‛clavicle’, oul 
genunchiului ‛kneecap’ etc.). 

In many of the listed situations, we are dealing with ‘derivative’, 
‘second or higher degree’ metaphors44, all the more so since the metaphorical 
meanings coexist in the speech of the same speaker or of the same locality. 
Such examples are capac ‛cap, covering’ → ‘top of the head’  → ‘skull’; 
căpută ‛upper part of the shoe’ → ‛upper part of the foot’ → ‘sole’ → 
‘ankle’45 → ‘thigh’; foale ‛bellows’ → ‛lungs’ → ‛stomach’ → ‛peritoneum’ 
and ‛abdomen’; lapuc ‛burdock’ → ‛palm’ → ‛sole’; scăfârlie ‛cup, hollow’ 
→ ‛top of the head’ → ‛skull’ → ‛head’, but, in most cases, we cannot be 
certain if the actual pathway is the one we have imagined. 

In some cases, there can be second-degree anatomical metaphors, i.e., 
formed in relation to a certain body part and later applied, by extension, to 
another part: omuşor ‛uvula’ → ‛cheekbone’; înghiţitoare, măţăguş 
‛oesophagus’ → ‛uvula’; andrea ‛shoulder blade’ → ‛thoracic cavity’; 
ţurloaie ‛shin’ → ‛ankles’ etc. 

The semantic transfer may often occur independently and, sometimes, 
simultaneously, in several directions, i.e., to two or more body parts that 
contain some of the characteristics of the item from which the transfer begins, 
as follows: 

cămaşă ‛shirt, article of clothing’ → ‛eyelid’ 
                                                        → ‛placenta’ 
                                             → ‛peritoneum’; 
     cer ‛sky’ → ‛top of the head’ 
        → ‛sclerotic’  
         → ‛roof of the mouth, palate’ 
         → ‛back of the hand’; 
     fluier ‛whistle, pipe, musical instrument’ → ‛the Adam’s apple’  
                                                     → ‛bone’ 
                                                                       → ‛tibia’. 

 
44 Cf. Popovschi, 2014-2015, pp. 64-65. 
45 With the observation that, in order to get to the meaning ‘ankle’, it is not necessary to go 
through the ‘sole’ stage, i.e. to derive from it. 
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The same forma mentis may give rise to identical metaphors in places 
that are far apart. If these metaphors emerge in the speech of at least two 
localities that are not contiguous and which most likely share no connection 
in terms of foundation (the establishment of a group of speakers of one 
locality in the other etc.) or cultural, social, economic ascendancy of one over 
the other, then there is the same manner of perceiving certain aspects of 
reality, including the sphere of anatomical terms, which originates from an 
ancient ethno-cultural “gene”46. It may be that “elementary affinity”, present 
even among speakers of different languages, that H. Schuchardt referred to, 
or, more broadly, according to I. Iordan47:  

“the same psychological needs create identical means of expression 
in such distinct idioms, without there being any mutual influence”. 

In this regard, we should mention the independently created 
metaphors for ‘pupil’: mărgeaua ochiului pt. 637 Frumuşiţa, Galaţi County 
and pt. 996 Orlea, Olt, cf. Ar. mărdzeauă, and neghina ochiului pt. 76 Fârliug, 
Caraş-Severin and pt. 744 Măgura, Buzău; for ‛kneecap’: rotunda 
genunchiului pt. 526 Santa Mare, Botoşani and pt. 959 Bâcleş, Mehedinţi, cf. 
rotundul genunchiului pct. 509 Conceşti, Botoşani. 

 
9. Typology 
In our research, we have found over 500 words with a role in the field 

of anatomical metaphor, in addition to the 70 names of other parts of the 
human body.  

Structurally, we have identified more than 350 simple metaphors, over 
200 derived metaphorical names, more than 700 metaphorical nominal 

 
46 An edifying example in this regard would be the name of an eye condition commonly 
known as urcior (‘stye’), a boil on the base of the eyelashes. Its etymon is a diminutive from 
hordeum ‘barley’, hordeolus, contaminated with the descendant of urceolus (> urcior, clay 
vessel). The use of the metaphorical diminutive is common in most Romance languages (see 
Vătăşescu, 1997, p. 74), cf. Fr. orgelet, Sp. orzuelo, and among the regional Dacoromanian 
names (see ALRR. Sinteză, map 55, reference list) there are orzoaică (pt. 384, Covasna 
County), orz la ochi (pt. 0202, south-east Bessarabia) and even orzişor (pt. 09, 019, Bucovina). 
It is obvious that this Latin-Romanic equivalence is not lexically inherited, but points to the 
dissemination of the same way of seeing certain aspects of the surrounding reality. 
47 1940, p. 98, apud Saramandu, 2008, p. 45, note 2. 
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phrases having the structure Noun1 + Noun2 Genitive (ex.: mărgeaua 
ochiului, capacul piciorului etc.), over 450 phrases with the structure Noun1 
+ Preposition + Noun2 Accusative (ex.: steaua de la ochi, mărul din palmă, 
fluiera la picior etc.) and more than one hundred other structures (ex.: 
ochiul moale, ouăle de jos, scoiful capului, contamination between scoică 
and coif etc.). 

In terms of distribution, one may start from the “path” imagined by 
many scholars for the metaphor: myths (ancestral thought and 
imagination) → metonyms → metaphors, i.e., universalia of thinking, 
expressed differently through words. Thus, one may speak about possible 
(our emphasis): 

a. Universal metaphors: lumină (and correspondents of ‛stea’, ‛soare’ 
etc.) ‘pupil’, om (and correspondents for ‘omuleţ’, ‘copil mic’, ‘păpuşică’) 
‘pupil’ etc.48. 

b. (Greco-)Roman metaphors: creastă ‛top of the head’, furcă 
‘sternum’, mărul lui Adam, migdale ‘tonsils’, ţest ‛skull’,  etc.49 

c. Balkan metaphors: fluier/fluieră ‛shin’, icră ‛thigh’, nucă ‘the 
Adam’s apple’, ochi orb ‛temple’ etc. 

d. Romanian metaphors: ghioc ‛skull’, gogoaşă ‘eyeball; white of the 
eye’, împărătuş [diminutive of împărat] ‘uvula’, lingură and its derivatives 
lingurea, lingurică ‘concavity of the sternum’, năpârci ‘tonsils’, neghină 
‘pupil’, strungă ‘nostril’ etc. 

The distribution of anatomical names in Romanian is not homogenous. 
Some metaphorical denominations have become literary terms (omuşor, mărul 
lui Adam, spată, şira spinării, oul piciorului etc.), some have a regional, more or 
less extensive circulation, whereas others are individual creations. 

Both categories of metaphors, but mainly the stylistic ones, are in turn 
divided into two subgroups: “folk”, popular metaphors, known to the majority 
of speakers, and “regional” or even “local” metaphors, which are spread in 
various areas of the Romanian linguistic territory. Although they do not cover 
all zones, some “popular” metaphors, many of which have entered the 

 
48 Cf. C. Tagliavini, p. 1949. 
49 V. ALiR, cf. M. Müller, Ad. Kuhn, M. Bréal, apud Bârlea, 2022, pp. 40-46. 
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common language, are worth mentioning: moalele capului ‘crown of the 
head’; scăfârlie (still, not present in south-eastern Dacoromanian) and tigvă 
(not used in the north-west) ‘skull’; lumina ochiului ‘pupil’; umărul obrazului 
‘cheekbone’; strungă (continued by strungăreaţă and postrungă) ‘gap teeth’; 
nod (alone or with determiners: nodul lui Adam, ~, gâtului, ~ gâtlejului, ~ 
beregăţii etc.) ‘the Adam’s apple’; capul pieptului (more compact circulation 
in southern Dacoromanian patois) and furca pieptului (more compact area in 
the north) ‘sternum’; spată (in Banat: lopată) ‛shoulder blade’; podul palmei 
‛back of the hand’; fluierul piciorului ‛shin’; ouăle picioarelor and nodurile 
picioarelor (especially in western Dacoromanian) ‛ankles’ etc.  

“Regional” metaphors are more numerous, but have had less chance 
of entering the standard national language than the previous ones. Among 
these, we may mention: creastă (Muntenia, Aromanian) ‛top of the head’; 
ciutură (Banat, Aromanian), curcubetă (Transylvania, Moldova), doască 
(Oltenia, western Muntenia), gămălie (the Apuseni Mountains, south of 
Crişana), găoace (Maramureş, Bucovina), ghioc and troacă (in the south-
west), oala capului (the Apuseni Mountains, south of Transylvania) ‛skull’; 
boabă, bobuleţ (Banat), bumb (Banat, southern Crişana), feciorică, fetiţă, 
fluture (Oltenia, Muntenia), mărgea (Aromanian, Megleno-Romanian, 
sporadic in Dacoromanian), om (Aromanian) ‛pupil’; ochiul orb, ochiul mort 
(Transylvania), moartea calului (in the north-west) ‛temple’; boabă, bobuleţ 
(Banat), bumb (Banat, south of Crişana), feciorică, fetiţă, fluture (Oltenia, 
Muntenia), lumea ochiului (southern Transylvaniei and sounthern Crişana), 
mărgea (Aromanian, Megleno-Romanian, isolated in Dacoromanian), om 
(Aromanian) ‛pupil’; mărul obrazului (Banat) ‛cheekbone’; poamă (Maramureş 
and north of nordul Crişana and Transylvania) ‘the Adam’s apple’; lingura 
pieptului (Muntenia and Dobrogea) ‛(concavity of the) sternum’.  

Here are some cases of hapax legomenon related to the notion of 
‘pupil’: aluniţa ochiului pt. 414, boaba de la ochiu pt. 14, boaba din ochiu pt. 
12, bobina ochiului pt. 703, bobiţă pt. 731, boboleu pt. 16, boboloş negru pt. 
961, boboloşul ochiului pt. 2, bobuleţ pt. 700, bumburuş pt. 944, luminişul 
ochiului pt. 375, negruş pt. 372, negureaţă pt. 794, raza luminii pt. 957, 
sâmceaua ochiului pt. 52, steaua de la ochi pt. 38, ţinta ochiului pt. 868, 
vederuţa mică pt. 929.  
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The anatomical folk metaphor points out many cases of congruence 
between Dacoromanian and South-Danube dialects, especially Aromanian 
and Megleno-Romanian (hence, the richer linguistic material), as shown by 
the following examples: ‛temple’: Dr. ochiul orb, Ar., Mr. orbul ocľu; ‛pupil’: 
Dr. mărgea, Ar. mărgeauă, Dr. mărgeaua ochiului, Ar. mărdzeaua a ocľului, 
Mr. mirğan lu uocľu; ‛eyelid’: Dr. capacul ochiului, Ar. câpacu-a ok’u; 
‛palate’: Dr. cerul gurii, Ar. ţerlu-a guriľi, dr. cer de gură, ir. ĉeru de 
gură/γura, Ar. ţer/ţerru di gură, Dr. cerul de la gură, Ar. ţerlu di la gură; ‛the 
Adam’s apple’: Dr. limba (cea) mică, Ar. limbă (limba) ńică, Ar. limba 
ţea/aţea nica, Mr. mica limbă, Dr. omuşorul ăla micul, Ar. omu aţel ńicu etc. 

  
10. Conclusions 
By applying the principles of linguistic geography and resorting to the 

results of linguistic investigations, materialised mainly in the maps of dialect 
atlases, we have managed to provide a comprehensive description of the 
metaphorization phenomenon in the field of human anatomical names, which 
has occurred at the level of diatopic variants of the national language. 

The analysed forms reveal intrinsic dialectal aspects, the study of 
which may contribute to clarifying certain etymologies or highlighting areas 
where dialectal contact occurs, may show how word competition actually 
manifests itself and the struggle between innovation and conservative aspects 
and how linguistic layers have overlapped over time (cf. linguistic geology – 
A. Dauzat, Les patois, 1927). Furthermore, our analyses has produced a rich 
material for lexicographers: unknown meanings and sometimes new words. 

There are also surprising results in terms of the expressiveness of 
metaphorical names (see aluniţă, feciorică or fluture, which stand for ‛pupil’, 
hudă, for ‛nostril’, bărbăţel, clopoţel or liliac, for ‛uvula’, broaşte, prigorii, 
for ‛tonsils’, cucuruz, fluier, for ‛Adam’s apple’, păienjeneală, for 
‛peritoneum’, arbore, for ‘thigh’, gogonică, lacăt, pălărie, prâsnel, talger, 
for ‛kneecap’, merişoare, nuci, tuturigi, for ‛ankles’ etc.). 

Indubitably, metaphors do not have the same value, if we consider 
their genesis and frequency as well as their distribution area; but it is precisely 
the rare ones, which are often a hapax, that may have a greater metaphorical 
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load than the very common ones, which have sometimes entered the literary 
language and have had every chance to become well-worn, “blunt” 
metaphors, therefore, forms of catachresis. The cases of hapax are quite 
frequent and stand as eloquent proof for the creative potential of speakers.  

We may conclude that the research of the manner in which metaphor 
manifests itself in the field of Romanian folk denominations of the human 
body confirms, once more, the wealth of the language as a fact and, at the 
same time, reveals, synchronically, diachronically and diatopically, a great 
capacity for the expressive enrichment of the language. Although the 
functional language does not always knowingly exploit metaphorical forms, 
they remain an imprint of a certain attitude towards something (concrete or 
abstract) that is an intrinsic part of the human being. 

 
Abbreviations:  
Ar. – Aromanian 
Cat. – Catalan 
cf. – confer 
ex. – example 
Fr. – French  
It. – Italian  
Lat. – Latin 
lit. – literal  
Mr. – Megleno-Romanian  
pt. – point of inquiry 
Prov. – Provençal 
Pt. – Portuguese  
Rom. – Romanian 
Sp. – Spanish 
s.v. – sub verbo 
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